With the Span system, students can:

Students can also develop the skills they’ll need for future success:

**Communication**
Represent thoughts and opinions clearly while seeking to understand the contributions of others

**Critical Thinking**
Challenge assumptions, make connections and consider multiple perspectives

**Collaboration**
Reach goals together through productive, respectful and engaged work

**Creativity**
Create new ideas and demonstrate inventiveness
classroom collaboration system

Hardware

Panoramic projector
- 25,000+ hours of life
- Ultra-wide 16:6 panoramic projector
- 3000 lumens

Touch module
- Enables simultaneous multi-user and multi-touch interaction across 3m (10’) of virtual canvas

Wall mount
- Allows for easy and secure installation
- Swivels and tilts via front-facing controls

Software

Digital artifacts
- Notes, sketches, flip charts, and images
- Can be moved, edited, duplicated and grouped

Optimised Software
- Transforms the familiar, flexible aspects of paper-based collaboration into effective digital tools

Cloud software
- Real-time contribution
- Subscription model ensures software is always up-to-date

Personal apps
- Access via Chrome or iOS and Android apps
- Easily create, store and add digital artifacts

Available Models

Single system (WM210e)
Ideal for transforming any large wall into a feature-rich digital canvas for effective classroom collaboration. Using one projector, students can view and interact with 3m (10’) of their available 12m (40’) digital canvas.

Includes:
- 1 panoramic (16:6) projector and wall mount
- 1 touch module
- 2 pens

Dual system (WM220e)
Delivers double the workspace so students can view and interact with 6m (20’) of the available 12m (40’) canvas. Students see twice as much, and more can participate simultaneously.

Includes:
- 2 panoramic (16:6) projectors and wall mounts
- 2 touch modules with remotes
- 4 pens